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ÔN TẬP 1 

1. I wasn't nervous until the morning of my wedding, but everyone assured me that I just had cold 

______. 

A. hand  B. feet   C. face   D. head 

2. You need to start paying ______ to your kids, or you won't have a relationship with them when they're 

grown up. 

A. compliment B. respect  C. visit   D. attention 

3. Welcome to the neighborhood! I'm at your ______ if you need help with anything. 

A. disposal  B. convenience C. demand  D. pleasure 

4. I told John to take it _____ and stop worrying about everything. 

A. amiss  B. easy   C. public  D. slow 

5. Wendy only caught _____ of the burglar for a second, so she couldn't describe his appearance to the 

police. 

A. wind  B. eye   C. sight  D. hold 

6. Would you pleast stop ______ about the bush? Are you leaving the company or not? 

A. repeating  B. reading  C. speaking  D. beating 

7. Afraid of being left on the _____, Amy joined several online dating sites in the hopes of meeting 

someone. 

A. house  B. shelf  C. level  D. ball 

8. You can find really stylish clothes off the ______, if you look hard enough. 

A. peg   B. grid   C. ball   D. record 

9. I always get ______ in my stomach before I go on stage and perform. 

A. butterflies  B. bees   C. birds  D. flies 
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10. John always tries to embarrass me whenever we're in _____. 

A. reality  B. vain   C. public  D. practice 

11. Unfortunately, I lost ______ with my college roommate over the years, so I have no idea how she's 

doing now. 

A. money  B. way   C. touch  D. faith 

12. Those two have been flirting all afternoon—it's as plain as the ______ on your face! 

A. eye   B. chin   C. mouth  D. nose 

13. You're never going to save enough money to buy a house if you keep buying expensive appliances 

and cars. You can't have your cake and _____ it, too. 

A. buy   B. eat   C. give   D. swallow 

14. If I find that he ______ a hair on your head, I'll go to his house right now! 

A. hurt   B. got   C. harmed  D. lost 

15. You should ask Samantha for directions—she knows this town like the back of her _____. 

A. hand  B. mind  C. feet   D. face 

 

ÔN TẬP 2 

Question 1: The Covid- 19 pandemic reminds us to respect doctors and nurses, who _____________ 

others in our society. 

 A. go on  B. pick up C. care for D. call back 

Question 2: Those boys were excited about the new game in the beginning, but now they have 

______________ it.  

 A. looked after B. gone off C. filled in D. got on  

Question 3: Peter is an ambitious man who will never _______ till he gets what he wants. 

 A. put on  B. give up C. turn down D. take back  

Question 4: Instead of reading stories from books, Michelle’s father usually _____________ stories to lull 

her to sleep. 

 A. gets on  B. takes after C. makes up D. turns of 

Question 5: These photos brought back many sweet memories of our trip to Hanoi last year. 

 A. caught  B. recalled C. released   D. revised 

Question 6: Much to their disappointment, their start-up project fell through, though it had been 

carefully planned. 

        A. failed                        B. succeeded                 C. expanded D. move 
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Question 7: The young singer’s career took off after her latest album topped the charts. 

A. became successful  B. ended in failure C. went unnoticed         D. remained 

unchanged 

Question 8: Jack ______ his best suit to make a good impression on his future in-laws. 

 A. took on   B. took off   C. put on   D. put off 

Question 9: He is disappointed at not winning the competition, but he will soon _____ it. 

 A. take after    B. get over  C. look after  D. go over 

Question 10: Though considered the king sport in many parts of the world, soccer has never really 

caught on in the United States. 

 A. been active   B. become popular C. remained silent D. been consolidated 

Question 11: Elena really ______ her mother in both appearance and character.  

      A. looks back                  B. goes on                                C. gets out                             D. takes after 

Question 12: Last year, Sam worked as a volunteer ________ the elderly people in a nursing home. 

A. taking off                B. getting over                        C. putting on                   D. looking after 

Question 13: Alice and I arranged to meet at the coffee house last night, but she didn’t_____. 

A. look after  B. get over  C. turn up  D. try out 

Question 14: They  hiking in spite of the bad weather. 

   A. turned down B. looked after C. went on D. took off 

 

Question 15: Mary has finally managed to get round her strict parents to let her go on a three- day 

excursion with her classmates. 

 A. permit  B. persuade  C. offer  D. support 

Question 16: “Sorry for being late. I was ______ in the traffic for more than an hour.” 

       A. carried on  B. held up  C. put off  D. taken after 

Question 17: Garvin is_______ a new computer application to see whether it works. 

   A. looking after  B. putting on  C. trying out  D. turning up 

Question 18. After several injuries and failures, things have eventually ______ for Todd when he 

reached the final round of the tournament.  

 A. looked up   B. gone on   C. taken up   D. turned on  

Question 19: The coastal city is__________________extra buses during the summer because of a 

considerable increase in the number of tourists. 

A. making up  B. turning out  C. putting on  D. taking off 
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Question 20: Many parents tend to make their children study hard in the belief that good education will 

enable them to _________ in the future. 

 A. turn up  B. get on  C. get out  D. turn away 

Question 21: The school drama club is_________________a play for the school's anniversary, which is due 

to take place next month. 

 A. turning up  B. making off   C. putting on            D. bringing down 

Question 22: You shouldn't lose heart; success often comes to those who are not______________by failures. 

A. left out  B. put off  C. switched off  D. turned on 

Question 23. A lot of research in medical science has been_________________to improve human health. 

 A. made up  B. carried out C. taken up D. given off 

Question 24: The company management decided to ________________more workers to meet the 

production schedule. 

 A. take on  B. make out C. take over D. make up 

Question 25: Peter is disappointed at not getting the job, but he will ______ it soon. 

 A. take on  B. get over C. go through D. come over 

Question 26. When the manager of our company retires, the deputy manager will  that position. 

 A. stand for B. take over C. catch on D. hold on 

Question 27: Candidates are requested to ______ the form to the admissions officer by July 25th.  

 A. fill out      B. show up       C. pass over        D. hand in  

Question 28: Nguyen Thi Anh Vien performed so well the 28th Sea Games Women’s 200m butterfly 

that none of her rivals could ___ her. 

 A. look up to B. come up to C. catch up with D. put up with 

Question 29: My sister and I share the housework. We take turns to   the dishes and clean the 

house. 

A. wash up  B. wash over  C. wash away   D. wash through  

Question 30: Tom’s brother asked him to _______ the music so that he could sleep. 

A. close down B. go up   C. turn down   D. stand up 

 

ÔN TẬP 3 

1. Hoi An is famous ____________ its ancient architecture. 

A. with B. to   C. up   D. for 

2. The football team has waited _______________ the championship for 30 years. 
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A. about B. up   C. for   D. to 

3. His choice of future career is quite similar _______ mine. 

A. at    B. with   C. for   D. to 

4. The manager is directly responsible___________ the efficient running of the office 

A. about   B.  for   C. at   D. In 

5. The children are highly excited _______ the coming summer holiday. 

A. with    B. to   C. for   D. about 

6. You should book _______ advance because the restaurant is very popular in the area. 

A. on   B. by    C. with   D. in 

7. It was so noisy outside that she couldn’t concentrate ____ her work. 

A. in B. at   C. with   D. on 

8. A lot of women are keen ____going shopping. 

A. in                                  B. on                               C. at                                 D. by 

9. My father is fond___________ playing volleyball. 

A. of                                  B. with                         C. on                                D. in 

10. Bob is fond  going swimming in his free time. 

A. on    B. at   C. with   D. of 

11. The sign warns people ______ the dangers of swimming in this river. 

A. about   B. from  C. with   D. to 

12. Students are ______ less pressure as a result of changes in testing procedures. 

A. under    B. above   C. upon   D. out of 

13. Many rare and precious species are now _______the verge of extinction. 

A. in    B. from  C. on   D. by 

14. Young people have become increasingly committed ______ social activities.  

A. of         B. to        C. in        D. at   

15. This part of the country is famous ______ its beautiful landscapes and fine cuisine.  

A. about                       B. with                        C. of             D. for  

16. A large number of inventions and discoveries have been made ____ accident. 

A. in    B. by   C. at   D. on 

17. When asked about their preference for movies, many young people say that they are in favour ___ 

science fiction. 

A. with    B. of   C. in   D. for 
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18. Global warming will result ____ crop failures and famine. 

A. in    B. from  C. of   D. to 

19. Many students are worried _______ the coming exam. 

A. about   B. on   C. from  D. to 

20. Nam's family has been living ___________Ha Noi for twenty years. 

A. over    B. in   C. at   D. on 

 

ÔN TẬP 4 

Question 1: My aunt excitedly ____________ a compliment on the scarf I knitted for her as a birthday 

present. 

 A. paid  B. passed C. caught D. took 

Question 2: Fathers can _______________ a good example to their children by helping with the household 

chores.  

 A. set  B. hold   C. raise D. follow  

Question 3: It’s no good _________ a fuss and arguing over such an unimportant issues. 

 A. holding  B. making C. getting D. doing 

Question 4: Experts agree that too hard work out make_________________ more harm than good. 

 A. hold  B. do  C. set D. make 

Question 5: One recipe for success is to stay focused and _______ yourself to whatever you do. 

 A. attach B. adhere C. apply  D. assign 

Question 6: Action films with big stars tend to _______ great public attention. 

A. show  B. reach C. achieve  D. attract 

Question 7: My aunt used to sell vegetables at the local market to ________ a living. 

A. take   B. have C. do   D. Earn 

Question 8: I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to _______ your feelings when I said such a thing. 

A. destroy  B. hurt C. injure  D. break 

Question 9: Janice ___ some useful suggestions for the class extra-curricular activities. 

 A. caused  B. thought C. made D. caught 

Question 10: The government has ______ every effort to stop the rapid spread of COVID-19. 

 A. done    B. made  C. created  D. brought 

Question 11: My sister really enjoys acting as a hobby, but she doesn’t want to do it for a(n) _______. 
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 A. occupation B. existence C. living D. survival 

Question 12: The students were worried that they wouldn’t be able to ____ the deadline for the 

assignment. 

 A. meet  B. match C. answer D. beat 

Question 13:  My dad is always willing to ________ a hand with the household chores. 

      A. bring                          B. put                                      C. give                                    D. take 

Question 14: He________ a closer look at the contract before signing it. 

       A. lent                        B. took                                      C. fixed                               D. brought 

Question 15: Now that he has retired, my father _____ pleasure in gardening and playing chess. 

A. does  B. takes C. holds D. sets 

Question 16: Alex needs to ___________ the habit of staying up late in order to stay healthy. 

   A. make  B. break C. raise D. take 

Question 17: Drinking too much alcohol is said to ______ harm to our health. 

 A. make B. do  C. lead  D. take 

Question 18: The manager_______ his temper with the employees and shouted at them. 

  A. had  B. lost  C. took  D. kept 

Question 19: All nations should_______ hands to work out a plan to solve the problem of global warming. 

  A. join  B. hold  C. shake  D. lend 

Question 20: We                                      full advantage of the fine weather and had a day out. 

  A. took  B. created  C. did  D. made 

Question 21. It is important for students to __________full use of university facilities. 

 A. take  B. do  C. find D. make 

Question 22. Could you _  me a hand with the washing-up, Kent? 

 A. join  B. shake  C. give D. hold 

Question 23: In a modern family, the husband is expected to join hands with his wife to ______ the 

household chores.  

 A. do        B. run          C. take         D. make  

Question 24: The table in the living room should be moved to ______ the new TV set.  

 A. get rid of       B. pave the way for        C. make room for      D. take hold of  

Question 25: The US president Barack Obama ______ an official visit to Vietnam in May 2016, which is of 

great significance to the comprehensive bilateral partnership.  

 A. delivered    B. paid      C. offered      D. gave  
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ÔN TẬP 5 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 1: As the season turns from spring to summer, some people feel a bit under the _______ and 

can’t concentrate fully on their work. 

A. storm  B. weather   C. climate  D. rain 

Question 2: A reduction in the amount of paperwork has been proposed in an attempt to ease the ______ 

on busy teachers. 

A. emphasis B. density  C. power  D. pressure 

Question 3: Having so many hobbies in common, Ted and Nick got on like a (n) ___ on fire. 

A. block B. house  C. apartment   D. bungalow 

Question 4: Despite our careful planning, the whole surprise party was a _____ of accidents. 

A. volume  B. verse  C. chapter  D. page 

Question 5: When the visitor saw with her own eyes the beach covered with tons of plastic rubbish 

washed up from around the world, a chill went down her .  

A. spine B. bone  C. mind D. brain 

Question 6: Since the publication of his autobiography, the singer’s private life has become an open 

_______to the public. 

A. volume                 B. book                                    C. cover                         D. title 

Question 7: Road conditions have been terrible because of the_____ rain. 

A. walking                 B. driving                                 C. jogging                      D. riding 

Question 8: We will have to work round the_________ if we want to complete the project as scheduled. 

A. watch                       B. minute                                 C. hour                           D. clock 

Question 9: The boy didn’t break any bones, but he was black and_____ all over after falling down the 

stairs. 

A. Blue  B. green   C. red   D. white 

Question 10: I can’t give chapter and __________, but to the best of my knowledge, it’s a line from a 

sonnet by William Shakespeare. 

A. scene  B. verse   C. note   D. rhyme 

Question 11: Having your private life scrutinized closely by the public is regarded as part and ________ 

of being a celebrity. 

A. parcel   B. packet    C. package D. post 
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Question 12: We know that we are at fault for our third consecutive defeat, so there is no need to......salt 

into the wound. 

A. spread  B. rub     C. apply   D. put 

Question 13: Event organizers should plan everything carefully so as to leave nothing to ______. 

A. possibility B. mistake C. opportunity D. chance 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to 

the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 14: It’s quite disappointing that some people still turn a blind eye to acts of injustice they 

witness in the street. 

A. have no feeling for  B. show respect  

C. pay attention  D. take no notice for 

Question 15: Judy was not so worried about having left her bag on the bus as there was nothing 

expensive but a few odds and ends in it. 

A. familiar objects B.valuable items C.personal belongings  D.trivial things  

Question 16: For a fruitful discussion, the chairman should make sure that every member is at liberty 

to voice their opinions. 

A. having no freedom B. getting satisfaction C. getting approval   D. having no restriction 

Question 17: Despite sharing viewpoints on many issues, Nina and her husband are at odds when it 

comes to child rearing. 

A. at liberty B. in conflict C. in agreement D. under pressure 

Question 18: You should not have poured cold water on Simon’s idea of a fancy- dress party; I’m sure 

he just meant it for the best. 

A. proposed                        B. criticized                          C. rejected                          D. approved 

Question 19:  Joe’s outstanding performance in the exams made him think he was the cat’s whiskers.  

A. a troublemaker           B. the worst person        C. an animal lover        D. the best performer 

Question 20: Their plan to travel across the country has gone by the board due to the severe 

outbreak of the disease. 

A. made  B. failed C. succeeded   D. criticized 

Question 21:  Many young people tend to pay through the nose for the latest models of smartphones, 

which go out of fashion soon afterwards. 

A. spend a small amount of money    B. waste a lot of money 

C. charge a small sum of money   D. pay a large amount of money 
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Question 22: Everyone was secretly rehearsing a surprise performance for Peter’s proposal, but 

annoying James let the cat out of the bag at the last minute. 

A. revised the plan B. concealed the plan C. disclosed the plan D. abandoned the 

plan 

Question 23: When I suggested he was mistaken, John got hot under the collar and stormed out of 

the room. 

A. Became furious B. got emotional C. felt anxious D. remained calm 

Question 24: The Covid-19 pandemic has taken a heavy toll on the country’s aviation industry due to 

international travel restrictions. 

A. considerably benefited   B. negatively changed 

C. severely damaged    D. completely replaced 

Question 25: Lisa is now in two minds whether or not to take a gap year after leaving high school. 

A. reluctant  B. ignorant  C. decisive  D. intentional 

Question 26: The athlete’s bitter defeat in the match dealt a blow to his hopes of defending his title at 

the championship. 

A. destroyed   B. raised  C. expressed  D. weakened 

Question 27: It's about time you pulled your socks up and started working seriously. Your final exams 

are coming. 

A. studied harder B. got furious C. became lazy D. lost confidence 

 

 


